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= 250 bouquets
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Wednesday

Pictograph - Florist Sheet 3

The pictograph here represents the number of bouquets sold by ‘Scarlet Blush’, a !orist shop from

Monday to Friday of the Valentine week.

What is the ratio of the number of bouquets sold on

Wednesday and Friday?

1)

Determine the ratio of the number of bouquets sold on

Monday to the total sales of the week.

2)

Find the ratio of the maximum number of bouquets sold

to the minimum number of bouquets sold.

3)

What is the ratio of the number of bouquets sold on

Wednesday to those sold on all the other days?

4)

Calculate the ratio of the number of bouquets sold on

Tuesday to those sold on Monday and Thursday together.

5)
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The pictograph here represents the number of bouquets sold by ‘Scarlet Blush’, a �orist shop from

Monday to Friday of the Valentine week.
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What is the ratio of the number of bouquets sold on

Wednesday and Friday?

1)

Determine the ratio of the number of bouquets sold on

Monday to the total sales of the week.

2)

Find the ratio of the maximum number of bouquets sold

to the minimum number of bouquets sold.

3)

What is the ratio of the number of bouquets sold on

Wednesday to those sold on all the other days?

4)

Calculate the ratio of the number of bouquets sold on

Tuesday to those sold on Monday and Thursday together.

5)

7 : 8

3 : 28

8 : 3

1 : 3

6 : 7
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